
O
ne thing the standards movement will never be ac-
cused of is a lack of critical opposition. But for all
the fiery rhetoric that critics direct against this

powerful, nationwide movement, there is perhaps no
greater threat to standards-based reform than much of
what is being perpetrated in the name of standards-based
reform. The so-called movement—so-called, because it is
not truly a single movement but twin movements bearing
the same name—has become its own worst enemy.

If giving twins the same name is a recipe for confusion,
consider the havoc that gets unleashed when one of them
proves to be an “evil twin.”1 In the case of the standards
movement, the evil twin is the more visible and powerful of
the siblings, and so its authentic namesake is in an increas-
ingly perilous situation. In fact, the problem is even worse:
the two are essentially joined at the hip.

So what are these twin movements? First, let’s distinguish
them by name. I would rename the evil twin “test-based re-
form” or more specifically “high-stakes, standardized, test-
based reform.” The sibling, then, is “authentic, standards-based
reform.” The defining distinction between them is their respec-
tive influence on the instructional core of schooling and on eq-
uity issues.

When academic progress is judged by a single indicator
and when high stakes—such as whether a student is pro-
moted from one grade to the next or is eligible for a
diploma—are attached to that single indicator, the com-
mon effect is to narrow curriculum and reduce instruction
to test “prepping.” What gets lost when teachers and stu-

dents are pressured to make students better test-takers is
precisely the rich, high-level teaching and learning that au-
thentic, standards-based reform aims to promote in all
classrooms and for all students.

Authentic, standards-based reform is fundamentally
concerned with equity. It departs radically from the
tracking and sorting carried out by the factory-style
school of yore. Instead, it aims to hold high expectations
and provide high levels of support for all students, teachers,
and educational leaders. Under the evil twin’s (per)ver-
sion of standards and accountability, we see students re-
tained in grade because of a single test score, and we
typically see a corresponding increase in dropout rates
where such worst practice is in place.2 Equity then be-
comes the casualty rather than the fruit of reform. And as
Sandra Feldman, president of the American Federation of
Teachers, recently observed, “When tests are allowed to
become the be-all and end-all, they deform, not reform,
education.”3

In its influence on both the instructional core of
schooling and on equity, the evil twin constitutes an inver-
sion of the “real thing.” It is a politically warped variation
on what is arguably among this nation’s most powerful and
promising education reforms. Although the evil twin pur-
ports to be standards-based, it actually flies in the face of
research-based standards on the appropriate use of testing.
Consider, for example, the conclusions of the National
Research Council’s Committee on Appropriate Test Use,
which are being systematically, if not willfully, ignored by
many education policy makers, especially at the state level:
“An educational decision that will have a major impact on
a test taker should not be made solely or automatically on
the basis of a single test score.”4
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There are many reasons not to use any single assessment
as the basis for assigning high-stakes consequences. Not only
does such a practice tend to diminish curriculum and in-
struction, but most psy-chometricians will tell you that the
assessment has yet to be created with a high enough level of
validity and reliability to justify its use as the sole basis for
making consequential decisions about the test-taker. This
problem is not unique to education. Consider the words of
Lt. Gen. Ronald Kadish, director of the Ballistic Missile
Defense Organization: “I don’t think we should draw con-
clusions from any one test that are irrevocable. No one test
tells you everything you need to know.”5

Another problem is that tests are frequently misused.
Standardized tests designed for national comparisons be-
tween students, without reference to a particular school’s
curriculum or content standards, are, for example, too
often used to evaluate teachers and schools. As I have noted
elsewhere, that’s a bit like trying to use a jigsaw and screw
driver to eat a plate of angel hair pasta. The tools are not
necessarily bad in themselves, but they are certainly ill-
suited to the task.6

High-stakes, test-based reform is an approach that is
most often driven by state-level mandate, and it suits the po-
litical appetite for rapid, quantifiable (hence readily di-
gestible by the public) results.7 Test-based reform represents
a potentially lethal threat to its authentic twin. Whether by
design or happenstance, it is effectively sabotaging the au-
thentic standards movement. And not surprisingly, it is un-
leashing a swelling and intensifying backlash against
standards and testing that is taking form legally and politi-
cally, as well as through mobilized grassroots opposition.8

It is the combination of test-based reform, in the name
of standards, and the wholesale backlash that such practice
provokes that is placing the authentic standards movement
in peril. Not only in the general media, but also in special-
ized education media, one can see that the war between
proponents and opponents of high-stakes testing tends to
define the entire standards movement in such a way that its
actual nature and potential, which some school districts are
beginning to demonstrate, gets buried under an avalanche
of rhetoric.

A RATIONALE FOR AUTHENTIC,
STANDARDS-BASED REFORM

Too few children in many of our public schools are receiv-
ing the quality of education needed for successful life and
work in a rapidly changing world. The imperative to pro-
vide them with a high-quality education is not so much
economic as moral. Given what we know of the lifelong
consequences for individuals of educational deprivation—

not to mention the broader consequences for society and
democracy—providing a high-quality education for all
children is quite simply the right thing to do.

We know that some good schools have succeeded in
providing a high-quality education to students deemed
least likely to succeed: students of color and students in
poverty.9 But in a nation of 50 million schoolchildren, we
face an enormous, yet-to-be-met challenge: namely, taking
such success to scale. There are various theories of change
that aim to address this challenge. The theory of change be-
hind authentic, standards-based reform (again, I’m not
talking about test-based reform) is that, if you want to im-
prove student learning across the board, then you need to
improve the quality of instructional content and practice
across the board. In order to do that, you must fundamen-
tally transform schools and school systems so that their
focus, energy, and resources are wholly aimed at the pri-
mary goal of improving instruction in order to improve
learning and thus to improve student performance as mea-
sured by a variety of assessments. In short, it is all about
quality.

We know that bureaucratic school systems that focus
on monitoring mandated inputs for compliance hold little,
if any, promise of creating and sustaining good schools for
children across the socioeconomic spectrum. An authentic,
standards-based system departs radically from this model.
It shifts from a focus on inputs to a focus on outcomes or
performance. It shifts from a focus on quantity to a focus
on quality. It shifts from a concern with organizational do-
ings to a singular, systemwide focus on improving the per-
formance of every student. It shifts from what Richard
Elmore calls the “loose coupling” approach to educational
governance to a system of governance that is structured
around public accountability for educational results.10

Loose coupling is an arrangement in which govern-
ing authorities in public schools—from school boards
down to principals—essentially run political interference
so that classroom teachers are shielded from public
scrutiny and can pursue their idiosyncratic pedagogical
approaches. Under this governing structure, which is per-
vasive in public schools at this time, you can easily find
that second-grade teachers in neighboring classrooms are
doing completely different things with their students—in
terms of content, instructional practice, and even basic
objectives.

A standards-based approach departs from this model
in two ways. First, it breaks down teacher isolation and calls
for collaboration around a common set of standards so
that students, parents, and teachers have a widely shared
understanding of common educational goals at various
levels of schooling. Second, it responds to the demands for
public accountability by assuming a results orientation and
making those results public.
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These shifts mean that structures, roles, responsibili-
ties, and budgets must be rethought and redesigned to dra-
matically increase the system’s investment in high-quality
learning for teachers, for school leaders, and for those in
the central office whose job it is to support teachers and
school leaders. A school system that is not accountable for
providing continuous, high-quality, standards-based pro-
fessional development for teachers and leaders has no busi-
ness holding students and their teachers accountable for
performance against student learning standards.

The urgency of the need for systemic improvement of
public education would be difficult to overstate. Any ob-
server of public education whose eyes are even partially
open has discerned various currents that represent a poten-
tial threat to our public schools. The number of parents
who are home schooling their children is growing signifi-
cantly, as are the number of states that are fostering charter
schools, some of which are operated by for-profit firms.
Meanwhile, efforts to secure vouchers—including both pri-
vate and public schools—are not going away.

Over the next decade or two, it is not difficult to imag-
ine a scenario unfolding in which home-schoolers begin
forming cooperatives and the number of students partici-
pating in them greatly expands.11 In this scenario, publicly
funded vouchers also take off, and the charter school move-
ment increasingly caters to groups of families with special-
ized interests. We might then find textbook publishers
customizing their wares for the narrow interests of parents
whose children are being educated in cooperatives or in in-
dependent schools organized around parochial values.
Meanwhile, the remaining public school systems would
find themselves increasingly segregated and educationally
crippled. The common school—as a meeting ground for
students from diverse economic, cultural, and racial back-
grounds—would be lost, as society itself became ever more
fragmented. Such a scenario would represent a serious
threat to the health of our democracy.

The real potential of authentic, standards-based re-
form can be seen most clearly against this disturbing back-
drop. We live in a time when both politicians and the
general public are demanding educational accountability.
Public opinion research shows that, while the public favors
public schools over publicly funded vouchers, patience is
wearing thin.12 Public schools must demonstrate their abil-
ity to help students across the socioeconomic spectrum
achieve high-quality educational results. Majorities of the
public and of teachers support the movement toward high
standards. But, according to poll results recently released by
the American Association of School Administrators, a ma-
jority of voters reject the idea that a single test can accu-
rately measure students’ educational growth.13

Authentic, standards-based reform holds the potential
for improving the quality of student performance to meet

systemwide standards. It is an approach that is designed to
make schools accountable to the communities they are
meant to serve and to do so by focusing on high-quality
teaching and learning, not on test scores. It is an approach
that could stand up to the threat of privatization. It is an
approach that aspires to reach a goal this nation has never
achieved through its systems of public education: a high-
quality education for all students, regardless of socioeco-
nomic background. But authentic, standards-based
reform—and arguably public education itself—is seriously
threatened when high standards get confused with high-
stakes, standardized tests.

A 180-DEGREE INVERSION
Identical twins can be difficult to distinguish solely by sur-
face characteristics. But if one is evil and the other virtu-
ous, their character traits or essential natures will stand in
stark contrast. So it is with test-based reform and stan-
dards-based reform. On the face of it, they are both about
moving from an approach to education that values inputs
to an approach that values outputs or results. But a deeper
look into the essential natures of these twins reveals that
test-based reform is nothing less than a 180-degree inver-
sion of its authentic counterpart. This, I believe, becomes
readily apparent when their essential characteristics are
considered side by side.

• Authentic, standards-based reform involves teachers,
parents, and others as active participants in develop-
ing and refining common learning standards. Test-
based reform uses high-stakes tests, written in secret
by expert psychometricians, as single indicators for
deciding whether students are promoted or graduate,
thereby making the tests the real standards.

• Authentic standards describe what all students
should be learning at each level (not necessarily at
each grade level). Test-based reform makes the scores
on standardized tests for students at specific grade
levels, in effect, the only meaningful standards.

• Under a system of authentic standards, the school
system invests heavily in high-quality professional de-
velopment for teachers and administrators in an ef-
fort to support their work in teaching to the
standards. Under a system of test-based reform,
teachers and principals are pressured in a variety of
ways to raise test scores, and students are drilled ac-
cordingly.

• Under a system of authentic reform, student assess-
ments are aligned with the standards, and students
have numerous opportunities to demonstrate that
they have met the standards. No single test is used to
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determine whether a standard has been met. Under
test-based reform, a single state or national test is
used to determine whether students are promoted to
the next grade or are allowed to receive a diploma.

• High-quality, individualized support for students is a
hallmark of authentic, standards-based reform. Such
support is rare in test-based reform efforts. When it is
present, it tends to focus on test-taking techniques
rather than on teaching and learning.

• Authentic, standards-based reform has implications
for every person, policy, and practice in a school sys-
tem because it involves a complete abandonment of
the bureaucratic, “seat time” approach to education
and replaces it with a system of learning communities
dedicated to helping all students reach their intellec-
tual, social, and personal potential. By contrast, test-
based reform, through its focus on high-stakes tests,
narrows the curriculum to what is included on the
tests and reduces instructional practice to test prepa-
ration.

A still more profound point of contrast between the
two movements emerges when we consider what educa-
tional purpose is implicit in each kind of reform. In the case
of test-based reform, the purpose of education is raising
test scores. In the case of authentic, standards-based re-
form, the purpose is enabling all students to achieve as
much of their creative, intellectual, and social potential as
possible. Thus the goal of authentic, standards-based re-
form is to prepare students to live successfully and con-
tribute actively in their communities.

THE WRONG QUESTION
As opposition to high-stakes testing mounts and as nega-
tive consequences pile up, observers and policy makers
are beginning to ask, “Are we moving too quickly?”14 But
this is the wrong question, and it represents an extreme
misreading of the problem at hand. The problem is not
one of pacing, quantity, or timing. It is a problem of re-
placing a reform aimed at systemically enriching and
deepening teaching and learning with a reform aimed at
raising test scores, regardless of the impact on the quality
of instruction or on the number of students being
pushed out of schools and onto the streets. At whatever
point a high-stakes, standardized test is imposed as the
sole basis for determining student success, that test will
replace whatever content and performance standards
were previously in place. It’s something like a computer
virus that erases and replaces everything that was stored
on one’s hard drive.

We could realize significant progress in public educa-
tion if the proponents of standards-based reform joined
hands with the critics of high-stakes testing and effectively
outlawed the use of high-stakes tests as sole indicators of
student success. Moreover, such a move need not lead to
toothless standards. It is possible to require all students to
meet a set of rigorous standards in order to graduate from
high school without using a single test as the means of de-
termining whether those standards have been met. We
should be interested in students who can produce high-
quality work rather than students who have mastered the
ability to take standardized tests. It is the former who will
be rewarded in their personal and professional lives after
graduation, when test-taking skills will no longer be rele-
vant.

A PERSONAL NOTE
I hope my use of the “evil twin” metaphor helps bring some
clarity to this time of rampant educational confusion. But I
want to be clear about what I don’t mean, as well as what I
do mean, in using this metaphor. I do not intend to call any
individuals “evil.” I believe that the tendency to demonize
people who hold opposing points of view has a coarsening
influence on civil discourse and so is bad for democracy it-
self. What I refer to as the “evil twin” is a set of actions and
the consequences I believe these actions can have and are
having on children and on schools. Determining whether
such consequences are intended or unintended requires
discerning what is at work in the hearts and minds of many
people who are crafting and enacting such policies. The
human hearts and minds of others, I believe, are simply too
complex and too inaccessible to be read as a book.

But I see the metaphor as useful in bringing out how
sharp the contrast actually is between the two movements.
At the same time, it’s important to acknowledge the com-
plexity of the relationship between the authentic, stan-
dards-based reform and test-based reform. As I noted
above, these twins are often essentially joined at the hip.
What I mean by that is that most of the districts that I
would point to as exemplars of authentic, standards-based
reform are operating within state systems that more or less
exemplify test-based reform.

THE THEORY IN ACTION
The task of sorting through the complexities of conflicting
policy contexts is daunting, but when it is done, what
emerges is evidence of what the authentic twin is already
beginning to accomplish in a number of school districts. I
would point, for example, to District 2 in New York City,
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which has posted some exemplary early results in its efforts
to institute best practices. This story has been extensively
documented by Richard Elmore, Deanna Burney, and oth-
ers, and I recommend that readers explore their work.15

Anthony Alvarado, who was the chief architect of the re-
form effort in District 2, has since become the chancellor of
instruction in San Diego. That district is now moving for-
ward rapidly along the same lines and has developed a
unique “blueprint” for intervention and for support of stu-
dents who are failing to meet standards.

As uneven as some of the early results may be at this
stage, I would point to a number of other districts whose
experience suggests the potential of standards-based re-
form: Aurora, Colorado; Clovis, California; Edmonds,
Washington; Minneapolis; and the three districts constitut-
ing the El Paso Collaborative for Academic Excellence, as
well as the Houston Independent School District.16 And
there are certainly others.17

For an example of a state accountability system that
balances the public’s need for individual student and
school-level results against the school’s need for support
and for a genuine measure of autonomy in achieving
those results, I would point readers to Rhode Island’s
SALT (School Accountability for Learning and Teaching),
an accountability program that gathers extensive qualita-
tive as well as quantitative data on school quality for the
purpose of supporting continuous, standards-based
school improvement.18 Each school in the state engages in
self-study and develops a school improvement plan.
Periodically, a team of teachers, parents, and administra-
tors from outside the district spends a full week in the
school, reviewing the self-study and other data, shadow-
ing students, visiting classes, and interviewing teachers,
parents, and administrators. The results of this external
review are written up as a report containing conclusions,
recommendations, and commendations. The full report is
read to the entire faculty by the chair of the visit on the
Monday following the visit.

School districts that are working to fulfill the original
promise of standards-based reform can play a vital role in
the future of public education. They will be more likely to
succeed in this critical task if increasing numbers of states
adopt approaches to standards and accountability that look
more like Rhode Island’s SALT and less like a brawny and
aggressive twin—wielding a high-stakes weapon.
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